CiNily Mult-colors Crystal Stainless Steel Hoop Earring for Women
Hypoallergenic Jewelry for Sensitive Ears Large Big Hoop Earrings 2"
Review-2021

Material Stainless Steel Hoop Earrings with Solid Clear Cubic Zirconiam.The Good Quality earrings
has a high polish finish,Do Not Harm Your Skin.Nickel Free & Tarnish Free Hypoallergenic for
Sensitive Ears.
Unique Deasign Classic Trendy Delicate Hoop Earring is inlaid with created Black crystal for a
unique look.simple,classic,elegant,it fits for any occasion as daily wearing,beautiful earrings set
catch people's eyes in crowd,fit for all women.
Big Hoop Earirngs The large hoop earrings length is 2" , width is 3mm , total weight is 11.19g , the
earrings stone size is Black crystal 2mm
Crystal English name is crystal, the English crystal that contains colorless and transparent glass (K9
class, ordinary glass blue), but also contains natural crystal ore. Therefore, in order to facilitate the
distinction, the international community usually uses Rockcrystal to refer to natural crystal, alias
spar, and crystal stone. In 1676 the British George Ravenscroft found the crystal. Black hair crystal:
partial wealth, Jie Eritrea.
Purchase Without Worries 100% satisfaction and money back guarantee- we refund/ we replace/ we
exchange. If you received the jewelry and are not satisfied our products, please feel free to contact
us, we will help to fix the problem or make the full refund.Brand :CiNily
Metal : Stainless Steel
Main Stone & Size: Crystal 2mm
Accessory Stone & Size: None
Earrings Length: 2 "
Earrings Width: 3mm
Weight: 11.19g
Quantity: 1 pair Earrings
Please search CiNily on Amazon for more of our designs!
Product display
Cubic Zirconia display
clasp display
Stainless Steel Hoop Earring Make with Cubic Zirconia for Women
Inner and Outer Inlaid Half-circles Cubic Zirconia, Mult-colors Stainless Steel Hoop Earrings,
Suitable for Your Daily Wearing.The hoop earrings comes in a beautiful leatherette gift box.Perfect
for sending it as a gift or for a loved one.
Mult-colors Crystal Cute Huggie Earrings
Stainless steel jewelry is high-grade environmental jewelry. durable, and bright. lead free, nickel
free. on the human body does not produce any side effects and harm.The big hoop earrings length
is 2" ,Enjoy the Pleasure of Large Hoop.
Packaging
CiNily items come elegantly packaged in a beautiful Leatherette gift box bearing the a trendy design
on the inside of the box. making our items a perfect gift to give to someone special.
Jewelry Design
Our European designers are inspired by fashions from all over the world, and we believe our
success is largely due to having the newest fashions and trends as they are emerging.
You can trust CiNily to be your only destination when looking for the latest styles.
Manufacuring
CiNily is more than just an online retailer, we MANUFACTURE. We value quality and craftsmanship
above all. Our factories use only the best raw materials during production with specialization in silver
jewelry, AAA quality cz, simulated gemstones & opal.
CiNily Jewelry - THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST
10 years of experience combined with the latest technologies and innovations.
SGS Certification confirms that the products, processes and systems are compliant with
international standards. This gives us the certainty that we are offering high quality silicone products.
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